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BALLOON GAS FILLING KIT USER INSTRUCTIONS (AUTOMATIC FILLING KIT)
Inspection Procedure
Check the manufacture date code (MMYY) stamped on
the body of the inflator to ensure it is not over 5 years old.
On the fitting that screws into the cylinder valve, visually
check the condition of :
• the O-ring, to ensure there are no faults such as
cuts or gouges which could cause leakage.
• the thread, to ensure it is free from deformation
or cracks.

Visually check the general condition of the equipment for
obvious faults, paying particular attention to ensuring :
• the hand nut is easy to rotate
• there is no damage to the body components
• the balloon connection is secure (push valve or tilt nozzle).
Any equipment not meeting the above standards must
not be used.
Customers owning their own regulators should scrap them and
purchase replacements
Customers renting regulators from BOC should contact the
BOC customer service centre (0800 111 333) and arrange to
have the regulator replaced by a new one.

2. Latex
nozzle

Operating Instructions
1

Ensure cylinder is secure

2

Attach inflator hand tight

3

Slowly open cylinder valve

4

To inflate latex balloon hold over
latex nozzle and push valve outlet in.
Alternatively, to inflate foil balloon, insert
foil nozzel in to neck of balloon, push
valve outlet in, support the balloon to
ensure unrestricted gas flow.
When foil balloonis fully inflated the gas
flow will automatically shut off.

5

After inflation close cylinder valve, release
surplus gas by pushing in both valves and
remove inflator.

1. Foil nozzle

Accessories
Foil inflators should be used with the following nozzle extension tips also available from BOC
Foil extension tip for general use (part number 3628)
Icarus extension tip for use with Icarus balloon valves (part number 3647)

For further information contact the BOC customer service centre on 0800 111 333.
Alternatively visit our website: www.bocballoongas.co.uk
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